


Surfescape is all about lifestyle and community

It was born from a passion for sports and nature
combined with a desire to live and share an
alternative life. One that is more conscious, mindful,
and healthier that the typical traditional city life many
of us know. 

Marco, founder and owner, first started Surfescape in
Zanzibar in 2014. It all started from a kite-school,
which eventually grew and turned into sports holiday
apartments until an attractive opportunity to expand
the project to Europe in Fuerteventura arose in 2019. 

Since then, its team has grown and the Surfescape
concept has evolved from providing individual
services to a more comprehensive offering, with one
main objective at its core: allowing its customer to
make their dream life a reality. 





Fuerteventura
Surfescape welcomes you to Fuerteventura, the European
island of eternal sun and long white or golden beaches
with turquoise blue water. The uniqueness of its sceneries
and biosphere can leave you intrigued at first yet will
undoubtedly end up charming you. Being the second
largest and oldest one of the Canary Island, it offers 150
kilometers of picture-perfect beaches and hundreds of
volcanoes that will sometimes make you wonder whether
you just landed on Mars. 

But one thing is clear, it is a true paradise for all watersports
lovers, with excellent wind, waves, and summer weather
conditions all year round. Thanks to this, most of its visitors share
a common passion for sports, nature loving, wellbeing and
mindfulness; a set of values that are at the core of Surfescape’s
values and offerings.



What type of retreats can
we host at Surfescape?
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Type of retreats 

Yoga retreats
Nutrition retreats
Meditation retreats

Surf retreats
Kite retreats
Fitness retreats
Trail running retreats
Adventure retreats

Corporate retreats & offsites

What better way for your team to bond than offering them a
great place to work with all types of activities one can think of

Wellness retreats

 Sports retreats
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What services can we offer for your retreat?
Private

accommodation
Restaurant with

vegan & vegetarian 
Pool, garden, and

relaxing areas
Yoga center and

classes

Surf school and
classes

All types of sports
& tourist activities 

Transportation
services

Coworking &
workshops area  

1 2 3 4

85 6 7



1. Private
accommodation



Room types
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Bedrooms Apartments

8

7

1

-

Double

Triple

Quadruple

Location

3

Main building

Adjacent

Number

Room
capacity

4

4

1

1

1

2

1

Note: all bedroom beds are twin beds that can be separated and a single bed can be added in all double rooms



 
Normal
capacity

Maximum
capacity

Twin bed Double bed Private
terrace

Shower Bathtub TV Wi-Fi
modem

Fridge AC Kitchen

Room 1 2 3 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Room 2 2 3 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Room 3 3 3 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Room 4 2 3 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Room 5 2 2 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Room 6 2 2 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Room 7 2 2 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Room 8 2 2 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

One bedroom apt 2 2 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Large apartment 2 4 ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Casa Wood 2 2 ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓













Facilities

MAP building

 



2. Restaurant with vegan
and vegetarian dishes



Restaurant 

Our restaurant is open all day to provide you with
breakfast, lunch, and dinner if you wish to! 

Since we care about health and wellbeing, our
menu is composed of various tasty and fresh
vegetarian and vegan options. We are very lucky
to have our own pastry chef that makes the most
delicious desserts, all organic or even 100%
vegan! As we also care about the environment,
we always try our best to use fresh, local, and
organic products.

There are various options to choose from for
each of the meals we serve, which you are more
than free to decide for yourself to include as part
of your retreat.



15€ p.pBasic

Full

Basic buffet

Dinner

Included

Standard

Premium

Lunch

10€ p.p

20€ p.p

15€ p.p

25€ p.p

40€ p.p

Meal options

BasicBreakfast

Supplement



special juices 
smoothies 
super foods 
super fruits 
salmon
special breads 
and more!

Breakfast 

Included: 

Basic breakfast buffet  served from 8 to
10am with juice, coffee, yogurt, fruits,
eggs, granola, ham, cheese, peanut
butter, etc.

Supplement:

In case of requests for special
nutritionary needs, we offer the option
to customize your own breakfast buffet
at an additional cost. These could be:





A la carte dish to select from our daily menu
Drink 

Starter: tostada, fresh soup or salad
A la carte dish to select from our daily menu 
Dessert: prepared from our pastry chef

Lunch menu
1. Standard lunch formula:

2. Full lunch: : 



Grilled fish
Seafood platters
Paellas
Barbecues 
Special exotic meal
Any other request? Ask and challenge
our chef!

Diner menu
1. Basic buffet: 5 to10 options always
including vegetarian or vegan options

2. Standard:

Amplified buffet with fish, meat or seafood
or A la Carte dishes to align with chef

3. Premium:

Premium A la Carte meal to align with chef

4. Special group requests: to be discussed
with and costed by our chef: 



Flat, sparkling, and flavored water 
A coffee of choice 

Local home-made kombucha
Fresh juices
Sodas

Drinks
Included in every meal: 

Soft drinks: guests can also choose
other fresh drinks at their own cost:

Alcoholic drinks: our bartenders are
trained to make some of the best
cocktails! We also partner with several
local producers of beer, wine, and gin. 

So don’t miss your chance to try it out
while you are here! 













3. Pool, garden and
relaxing area
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Lajares' little
oasis 
After years of traveling and visiting
paradise locations, nature became a
growingly important part of our lives. 

In Surfescape Fuerteventura, we wanted
to create a little oasis in the middle of the
desert. Some guests even say that it feels
like a quick and easy getaway to Bali or
Thailand, just a few hundred meters from
nearby desert fields. 

What mattered to us was to create an
inviting environment that provides you
with a peace of mind, coziness, and a
connection with nature whether you are
on holiday, working or on any form of
health or mindful retreat. 



Swimming

pool with

long-chairs  
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Green indoor

reading area



Outdoor garden with

hammocks









4. Yoga center & classes



8. Coworking area 

Our yoga space
In the corner of our little oasis
underneath the trees hides another gem
of a haven: our yoga studio. Built entirely
from wood with glass windows that shed
bright natural sunlight across the space,
our large yoga room is the perfect place
for you to practice yoga, exercise or
meditate. 

However, since we are fully conscious
that some of you are or even have your
own yoga teachers, we leave you with
several options to use this space as you
desire.



Yoga classes 
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Surfescape classes Own professors

1 class
3 classes
5 classes

Types
Ashatanga

Hatha

Price

Vinyasa
Yin

Freedom to
choose

15€ p.p
35€ p.p
55€ p.p

Timings
Outside regular Surfescape

yoga classes hours

7 classes 60€ p.p
10 classes 80€ p.p

Weekdays
Week-ends

9-10h30 17-18h30
10-11h30 17-18h30

40€/day



5. Surf school  & classes



Surf classes 
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Group classes Private classes

2 lessons

3 lessons

5 lessons

Includes

Price

Transport, surf board & wetsuit

110€ p.p

140€ p.p

225€ p.p

Class duration 4h

10 lessons 440€ p.p

2.5h

200€ p.p

1 lesson 55€ p.p 110€ p.p

Instructor 1 per 5 students max Individual



6. Kite surf & activities



Kite surf classes
Fuerteventura is a true playground for all
sorts of activities, mainly but not limited
to water sports activities. Although we do
not necessarily offer all those activities in-
house, we partnered with the best
collaborators to make sure to deliver the
same quality standards that we offer our
own guests. The real difficulty won’t be in
finding ideas of activities to do during
your retreat, but more in deciding which
ones you don’t want to miss!

Kite surfing is a shared passion for all the
Surfescape team. Although we do not
have our own kite surfing school, we
collaborate with three partners who we
carefully selected to guarantee you best
safety standards, high quality teaching
and top-notch equipment.



Other activities
Foiling
Wind surfing 
Sailing
Kayaking
Stand-up paddling
Jet-skiing
Scuba diving
Free-diving 

Mountain biking
Trail running
Hiking

Skateboarding
Buggy tours
Motorcycle
Catamaran

Water sports

 Mountains sports on nearby volcanos

Other sports & activities

Are you interested in obtaining more information on any of the above
activities regarding pricing, timing, levels and availabilities?  Send us an

email and we’ll provide you with all the details and advice you need!





7. Transport



Private cars or vans: 
Exclusive Surfescape partner: fleet of 20 cars at
competitive pricing 
Airport car rental companies: our top picks are
Autoreisen, Top car and Plus car

Private bus: we  work with a partner that rents mini-
buses for large groups from 12 to 19 people

Surfescape airport pick-up: if all you need is a simple
airport pickup, we offer that service for a competitive
price either internally with our own vehicles or
through partners

Transport
In order to enjoy everything Fuerteventura has to offer,
we personally highly recommend you to have your own
means of transportation. If you are here for more than
just a few days and are planning on exploring the island,
we highly suggest you hire transportation services:

 

All you must do is let us know, and we’ll organize
everything for you!



8. Cowork



Fast speed 80 Mbps internet 
Wide, bright, and green indoor open spaces to help
concentration
A quiet room for your important calls
A garden with WiFi and plugs for you to work outside
Our café with beverages and snacks 

Coworking area with
dedicated space to host
workshops
Although it’s very easy to forget when we are having fun,
reality can kick back in really quick to remind some of us
we unfortunately have work to do. Luckily enough for you,
Surfescape has the reputation to be a very relaxing and
productive place to work from thanks to:  

Our coworking opening hours are from 8h00 to 18h00
from Monday to Friday, and it is important for you to know
that it will be open to the public! But don’t you worry, we
will make sure that your guests have their own dedicated
space for their meals or their work.





We hope to have given you a good overview of
what you can expect during your stay with us in
Fuerteventura at Surfescape! For any further
information, simply get in touch with us
Email:

fuerteventura@surfescape.com

Website:

www.surfescape.com

Number:

+34 676 230 223 



Follow us on
social media
Facebook @thesurfescape

@thesurfescapeInstagram


